FACTORS FAVOURING WOMEN

- greater entrepreneurial skills
- choosing not to marry
- greater confidence + negotiation skills
- woman’s sexual attractiveness
- woman’s sexual respectability

FACTORS FAVOURING MEN

- greater earning capacity
- father’s pay and receive brideprice
- predatory sexuality
- land holding
- cattle ownership

Macro-social: economic factors

Macro-social: norms and kinship

Micro-social: attributes

Micro-social: circumstances

- greater earning capacity
- lower status
- sexual respectability

- school pupil abstinence
- maintaining contradictory identities
- intermediary woman’s friend
- intermediary man’s friend
- man’s cash
- woman’s financial need
- woman has accepted gift
- woman’s sexual desire
- man’s physical strength
- man’s earning capacity
- man’s sexual attractiveness
- woman’s sexual desire
- man’s sexual attractiveness
- woman’s sexual respectability
- woman’s sexual attractiveness
- woman’s confidence + negotiation skills